OFF THE SHELF
DATAWAREHOUSE MODERNISATION

A modern and powerful dataplatform?
Combine your datawarehouse with a datastore
At Kohera we strongly believe that you can’t
get the most out of your
datawarehouse without implementing a
datastore as an in-between. So when modernising a datawarehouse, we also recommend a datastore, for you to obtain optimal
insights in your data.

WHY MODERNISE
YOUR DATAWAREHOUSE?
With the launch of SQL Server 2016 there
are a lot of new possibilities in
datawarehousing, such as faster operations,
better columnstore indexes, improved
reporting and analysis services,… Thanks to
those integrated functionalities, the storage
and retrieval of data goes much faster and
users need less disc space.
The source system of the datawarehouse
has to manage a lot of data. To do that in

a structured and efficient manner, it’s best to
integrate a datastore.

WHY A DATASTORE?
A datastore is designed to integrate data from
multiple sources, for additional operations on
the data. It is a complementary element to a
datawarehouse and is used for operational
reporting, controls and decision making. You
can only apply the datastore principles on
SQL Server 2016 or newer versions.
A datastore keeps track of the history of all
your data. That means you can feed your
datawarehouse data from a period in the
past. Without a datastore, it’s very complex to
find that older information. Also, if you want
to migrate your ERP or CRM-system, you can
use a datastore as the source for doing so in
an efficient way. This creates great flexibility
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and more options for the future of your
company. Datastores also offer more
possibilities for different types of users:
powerusers can make reports in the datastore,
without a helping hand from the IT
department.

HOW WE CAN HELP YOU
If your SQL Server dates from before 2016,
we recommend you to modernise your
datawarehouse. In a five day long analysis,
we start by looking into your source systems
so we have a clear view on the setup for the
datastore and datawarehouse.
In the next step, we set up a BI roadmap
based on your business requirements, so
your business can fully enjoy the benefits of a
modern datawarehouse in combination with
a datastore.
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